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Woodoo derives from
the African term 
voodoo, which
means spirit,
divinity or literally 
sign of the deep

Every tree carries the record of all events that shaped it until the 
day of its death. This information is printed in the uniqueness of 
the wood grain, a pattern of hypnotic beauty for its irregular, yet 
perfect structure. It is the attempt to lay bare the life history of a 
tree in a three dimensional form that has lead us to woodturning, 
a technique that deals with wood in its raw state, while keeping 
its identity unaltered. However, reading trees is like mastering a for-
eign language without a dictionary. It is curiosity and fascination 
that drive us to remove layer upon layer in the search for the most 
fullfiling part. - The soul.



Count the rings on a piece of wood. That is how many years 
it has taken to produce it. Single out a line and wonder what 
happened. Wood is an impartial witness, it never lies. I avoid 
imposing myself on it, so mine is not the art of creation, but 
rather exposure. 

LORENZO FRANCESCHINIS

“I’m not a sculptor.
I’m rather like
a hunter of shapes
hidden inside the wood”



WOOD: CEDRUS LIBANI
SIZE: 55×24 CM

Mussidæ







WOOD: QUERCUS RUBRA
SIZE: 42×24 cm each

Ostracoda







WOOD: QUERCUS RUBRA
SIZE: ø15×50 cm each

Tubellaria







I often find myself staring at something. I let my mind wonder and 
something else is suddenly superimposed on the picture. This is how 
most of my pieces are born. Sometimes I dream them, the images 
then return to my mind and I draw them on my Moleskine notebook 
to pin them down. It’s never definitive.
I have a carnal relationship with wood, it’s greed, pleasure and phys-
ical sensation, which is almost violent at times. Burning, hacking it 
with a chainsaw, hitting it with nails and chains, I explore the surface 
with my fingertips, feeling the surface beneath my fingers, whether 
it is smooth or rough. The touch is important to me, as is the fra-
grance. The colours are vital to me, as they generate an emotion that 
rises inside and which allows me to modify the many aspects of the 
wood. Overall I prefer strong warm and mellow hues.

MICHELE CEOLAN

“There’s a magical
imperfection
in the secret life
of a piece of wood”



WOOD: CEDRUS LIBANI
SIZE: 35X44 cm

Oxidation 4







VASE: PRUNUS SPINOSA - BASE: BURNED FIR
OXIDISED COPPER FOIL - COPPER NAILS AND WIRE
SIZE: 35x20 cm

Lilith







WOOD: SAMBUCUS NIGRA
VASE: 20x34 cm - ARROWS 70 cm

San Sebastiano







What drives me is instinct, the emotion. I take a piece of wood and 
the first thing I do is look at it, trying to figure out where the shape is 
hiding inside. I observe the defects, I feel the cracks and the scars, 
to capture a feeling that I will use to tell its story. Simple, generous, 
flowing lines are those that I feel for the most. These are the lines 
that create the bond between me and the wood.

TATIANA PUPPO

“I like looking beyond
shape and function.
I try to create
a dialogue between 
people and things ”



WOOD: PRUNUS AVIUM
SIZE: ø24×H14 cm

Unbroken







WOOD: ROBINIA PSEUDOACACIA
SIZE: ø14 cm - base 26×26 cm

Metamorphosis







WOOD: JUGLANS REGIA
SIZE: ø10×H26 cm

Twins
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Nodo’s
ethical
statement
Nodo, the italian word for knot, defines an ethical group pursuing 
a modus vivendi: respect for nature, human life and their rythm. Differ-
ent personalities share knowledge, expertise and love for woodworking. 
Each piece comes from salvaged wood, mostly from fallen or dying trees. 
Crafting itself is carried out taking into consideration the environmental 
impact. All this is at the core of Nodo.




